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Ricky Nowak CSP, CEOI, CAHRI is a highly
versatile and intuitive leader, speaker and
executive coach specializing in working with
high performance individuals, teams and
organisations through APAC and EMEA regions.
She is a true champion of leaders helping them
dramatically increase their influence, build
their internal and external networks and
personal brand. Ricky is committed to helping
clients enhance their reputation, improve their
short- and long-term career objectives while
maintaining their focus on wellbeing.

She is an Executive Coach for the AICD, is a
Certified Human Resource Professional,
Presenter for Brave Feminine Leadership
Group, Advisory and Mentoring (Singapore), The
Executive Connection, The CEO Institute,
Women in Banking and Finance and Hargraves
Institute of Innovation. She is one of only 98
Australian women to obtain the global Certified
Speaking Professional Accreditation and is
certified by Marshall Goldsmith Stakeholder
Coaching Group. Ricky has thousands of hours
of practical experience working with managers
and leaders in professional services and 30
years of experience in education and
leadership development. She has authored four
leadership books and is a well-known Media
resource.

Focus areas:
 Helping managers and leaders build their

personal and professional brand and
network

 Enabling people to better manage and
understand the impact of their behaviour
and habits to ensure they improve
relationships

 To help drive better and more effective
conversations more simply and easily
making communication clearer.

Some of her recent innovative 
assignments include:
 Leadership Consultancy and Corporate

Training Professional Services

 Leadership Training within diverse
industries including IT, Design,
Architecture, Agriculture, Insurance.

 Virtual and f2f individual or Team Coaching
– short or long term

 Panel Moderation and MC work

 Corporate Leadership development and
training

 Keynote and Conference Presentations and
Master Classes

 Virtual Training, Webinars and
Masterclasses

 F2F coaching with individuals and small
teamsricky@rickynowak.com 

61 0419 839 994 

rickynowak.com 
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“I engaged Ricky for 4 sessions of coaching to focus 
my mind on my priorities and to establish where (and 
how) my time will best be spent in order to achieve 
those priorities.  I also wanted to check my BD 
technique against someone who is an “expert” in the 
area and pick up some new tips.  Ricky came through 
on both counts.  She was appropriately strict with me 
and pushed me to first identify, and then question, 
some assumptions which were limiting my thinking.  
She also put my BD ‘process’ through a bootcamp and 
made it leaner and more effective.  I enjoyed Ricky’s 
direct and no nonsense style.  She’s not afraid to give 
her view and suggest solutions/actions – which is 
very refreshing from a consultant/coach.  Her 
sessions were also appropriately priced and she was 
flexible and easy to work with.  I have no hesitation 
recommending Ricky.” 

David Kelly
General Manager | Partner

KHQ Lawyers

“As a (virtual) coach, Ricky is as warm and engaging 
as she is challenging and thought-provoking. She has 
an uncanny ability of cutting straight to the chase. 
Ricky’s simple but effective strategies have proven to 
be adaptable to any situation and management style 
leading in turn to better outcomes. I have no 
hesitation in recommending Ricky as an executive 
coach and mentor”

Dr Louise Edwards,
National Quality Manager

Ridley AgriBusiness

“Ricky contributed to our business in the form of 
leadership coaching. Her expertise in 
communication, leadership and performance is no 
like no other and I feel extremely grateful to have her 
when it matters most.”

Manager Wealth Connect
BT Financial“Whether Ricky is focussed on leadership, 

commercialising interpersonal discussions, 
presentation delivery, gaining consensus, corporate 
facilitation, acting as MC, or any topic she puts her 
mind to, she is superb – a professional’s professional.
She brings to a client attributes that are exceptionally 
valuable – but she does it with honesty, sensitivity, 
professionalism, integrity, and passion. She never 
leaves a client without leaving a mark on them that 
changes their view or their organisation for the better.”

Dr Jack Jacoby 
Founding Executive Director

Advisory and Mentoring Pte Ltd APAC

“I’ve known Ricky for over 15 years and have engaged 
her to provide my firm (Salt Financial Group) as a group 
facilitator, presentation skills training and personality 
assessments. Our people have gained enormous 
benefits in enhancing their non-technical skills. Ricky is 
also a good sounding board for us all.  She says what 
she does and does what she says, with gusto!”

Peter Landers 
Managing Director

Salt Financial Group

“Thank you for delivering  an outstanding and very 
valuable workshop for our executive members. The 
feedback demonstrated that you were very successful 
in getting everyone  to truly reflect and everyone 
referred to some important action they would take as 
a result of the workshop.”

Jim Landau
Chairman

The Executive Connection, Syndicate 46

“I learnt so much this morning and loved spending time 
with you…… you are an absolute wealth of knowledge. 
You simply can’t believe what I took away from this 
morning’s session! AMAZING!”

CFO
Hansen Yuncken
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